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bstract

Precise temperature distribution measurements with high spatial resolution are of great importance in bioassay which uses microfabricated
hermodevice, such as single biomolecular observation. We propose a new method to measure the temperature distribution in water with high
patial resolution using the fluorescent dye, Rhodamine B. Since Rhodamine B solution exhibits a strong and reversible temperature-dependent
ariation in its fluorescent intensity, it is useful as a temperature detector. The temperature distribution on a microfabricated thermodevice was
uccessfully calculated from the fluorescent intensity distribution of a Rhodamine B solution. Finite element method modeling was carried out
o demonstrate the reliability of the proposed method. A comparison between the measured and simulated temperature distributions revealed an
xcellent agreement. The method allows for direct measurement of the local temperature on our microfabricated thermodevice, where the molecule

◦
f interest stands, with an accuracy of 3 C and a spatial resolution of 5.3 �m. Precise temperature detection along with optical measurement was
ossible due to our new method to detect temperature distribution. This is a promising method to reveal the temperature dependent characteristics
f F1-ATPase in future study. Applying this method to other single molecular observations might also realize reliable temperature measurement
nd may achieve substantial results.

2005 Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

The measurement of protein molecules has commonly been
erformed as an average over a large number of molecules in
iochemistry. Recently, the direct observation of an individual
olecule has enabled the interpretation of its individual behav-

or and characteristics [1]. This is a cutting-edge technique in
olecular biology. The development of tools suitable for sin-

le molecule handling and its characterization is one of the key

ssues for further progress. The size of a protein is of the order of
anometers. Minute structured tools are required to work with
hese proteins. Micro- and nanotechnologies of today offer an
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lar observation; Microheater

pportunity to develop such tools, making it possible to per-
orm quantiative novel experiments, and to produce results and
nowledge that would not otherwise be accessible.

In earlier research of ours, the temperature-dependent activ-
ty of a single biomolecule was studied using a MEMS-based

icrofabricated thermodevice [2,3]. In such kinds of works,
emperature accuracy of 5 ◦C as well as spatial resolution of

few micrometers is required. Fig. 1 shows our system for
ingle biomolecular observation, a rotary assay of F1-ATPase.
he device consists of microfabricated heater and thermode-
ice which are integrated in the flow chamber which they use
or the conventional bioassay. The absolute accuracy of the

hermosensor itself is 1 ◦C. Thus far, however, we could not
easure the temperature in high spatial resolution due to the

ifficulty in measuring the temperature distribution in water. An
nfrared camera can be used to measure the temperature distri-

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Fig. 1. Single biomolecular observation, a rotation assay of a F -ATPase, carried out on the microfabricated thermodevice (top). A MEMS-based microfabricated
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reversibility [6]. We carried out the experiment to confirm the
temperature stability of Qdots using the microsystems which we
used in our previous studies; microchamber and microheater [7]
together with microneedle [8,9]. Qdot (#1002-1J, Quantum Dot
1

hermodevice which allows rapid temperature control under the microscope for
an detect the average temperature at the center of the circular microheater, whos
he temperature distribution.

ution with a spatial resolution of a few micrometers; however,
t cannot be used for measurements on wet materials because
ater absorbs infrared light. A thermometer integrated in a
icroscale can measure the temperature in water but with poor

patial resolution. In this report, we propose a new method to
easure the temperature distribution in water with high spatial

esolution using a fluorescent dye. This enables us to mea-
ure the temperature distribution proceeding to the biomolecular
ssay.

. Materials

Fluorescent materials such as Rhodamine B, Fluorescein,
hermochromic liquid crystals (TLC) [4,5] and Quantum dots
Qdots) [6] exhibit temperature-dependent light intensities.
hanks to this, they can be used as probes to measure the temper-
ture by calibrating the relationship between their light intensity
nd the temperature. However, the relation between fluorescent
ntensity and temperature of the plastic beads that contain the

uorescent dye on its surface is not reversible over 60 ◦C (Fig. 2)
ecause the temperature stability of the plastic beads is lower
han 60 ◦C. The measurable temperature for the TLC is limited
n the range of 55–75 ◦C [4,5].

F
p
l

molecular observation (bottom). The integrated microfabricated thermosensor
eter is 400 �m. However, the spatial resolution is poor since it cannot measure

In the case of Qdots, the intensity is highly linear with tem-
erature. However, the earlier study reports that the maximum
emperature of Qdots is 60 ◦C, above which they lose their
ig. 2. Fluorescent intensity vs. temperature for fluorescent dye contained in
lastic beads. The fluorescent intensity is not reversible since the plastic beads
ose their physical property permanently at temperature higher than 60 ◦C.
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ig. 3. (a) Time course of fluorescent intensity of Qdots during temperature a
triangle) and recovery rate after inducing heat pulses at each temperature (diam

orporation) was diluted in the 50 mM MOPS-KOH buffer (pH
.0, with 5% Tween20 to avoid absorption to the wall of the
DMS chambers) and poured 5 �L in a flow cell on a micro-
eater. A flow cell was constructed with glued parafilm sand-
iched by microfabricated PDMS sheet and glass plate. The size
f a chamber is cylinder shape with 6 �m in diameter and 1.5 �m
n height. Qdots were confined in the microchamber by pushing
he PDMS sheet with the needle (40 �m in diameter) as we con-
ned enzymes in our previous works [8,9]. Filters (BP330–385
nd BA580IF: Olympus) were used to observe fluorescent inten-
ity of Qdots under the microscope (IX71: Olympus). The CCD
amera (CCD-300RCX) detects the image via image intensifier
C8600–05: Hamamatsu). Average fluorescent intensity in one
icrochamber was analyzed by the software (CREST Image).

he heat pulses were induced by the microheater. The fluores-
ent intensity of Qdots decreases when the temperature is raised
Fig. 3a). The recovery rates after inducing a heat pulse are
hown in Fig. 3b. The recovery rates keeps near 100% under

ig. 4. The fluorescent intensity of Rhodamine B solution depends on the tem-
erature. Its characteristic is highly reversible and is useful as a temperature
etector.
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tion. (b) Relative intensity compared with the intensity at room temperature
.

0 ◦C but reduces drastically over 70 ◦C. This results shows that,
n our condition, 70 ◦C is the maximum temperature which we
an use Qdots as a temperature detector.

On the other hand, the fluorescent intensity of Rhodamine B
nd Fluorescein in water solution is highly reversible in relation
o the temperature (Fig. 4) [10,11]. Hence, we selected Rho-
amine B solution as the temperature detector since it is cost
ess than Fluorescein.

. Experimental

The device and schematic are shown in Fig. 1. The micro
eater raises the temperature of the water in a local area through
oule heating. The microfabricated thermosensor measures the
emperature based on its temperature-dependent resistance. A
alibration curve of the integrated thermosensor was obtained by
mmersing it into a water bath. The accuracy of the thermosen-
or calibrated by this method was 1 ◦C. In order to calculate
he temperature from the fluorescent intensity of a Rhodamine

solution, we determine the calibration curve between the
emperature and the fluorescent intensity beforehand. This cal-
bration was carried out under the microscope. A fluorescent
ntensity of the peripheral area of the integrated thermosensor
as measured which corresponds to the temperature detected
y the thermosensor. The reversibility of the calibration curve
epends on the evaporation of the water solvent as the concen-
ration of Rhodamine B increases when the water evaporates.
he accuracy of this calibration curve was better than 0.3 ◦C
uring 15-min measurements, and this accuracy is acceptable in
ur experiments.

We filled the flow chamber, in which microheaters and
icrosensors are integrated, with Rhodamine B solution (Wako;
83-00122, 100 �M). The microheater locally warms the surface
f the glass plate, and the diffusion of heat produces the steady-
tate temperature distribution. The Rhodamine B solution was
xcited by a mercury lamp through a band pass filter (WIG, BP
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20–550: Olympus) and an ND filter (ND12) which reduces
he intensity of excitation light. The duration of each exposure
o the excitation light was 1/8 s. The reason to use pulsed expo-
ure was to minimize the fluorescent quenching effect. With this
echnique, the intensity at steady temperature was found to drift
y 0.5% after 10 exposures. A fluorescent image was captured
ith a CCD camera (HAMAMATSU: IR-CCD) and recorded
n a digital video cassette (SONY: MiniDV). The intensity was
nalyzed using a free software (ScionImage). The fluorescent
ntensity distribution was converted to determine the tempera-
ure distribution using the calibration curve.

. Results and discussion

The temperature distribution around the microheater was
uccessfully calculated from the intensity distribution of the rho-
amine B solution. Fig. 5 shows a microscopic view when the

hermosensor indicates 68 ◦C (a), 51 ◦C (b), 37 ◦C (c) and 27 ◦C
d). Fig. 4(e) shows the 3D image of the temperature distribution
alculated from the distribution of the fluorescent intensity when
he integrated thermosensor indicates 68 ◦C. The cross-sectional

i
w
t

ig. 5. Microscopic view when the thermosensor shows 68 ◦C (a), 51 ◦C (b), 37 ◦C (
he distribution of the fluorescent intensity when the integrated thermosensor indica
istance from point A shown in (a)–(e). The areas around 180 �m, from 300 to 400
ensor do not transmit fluorescent light. The data shows the gradient when the thermo
ators B 117 (2006) 339–345

emperature distribution along the line A–B in Fig. 5(e) is shown
n Fig. 5(f).

The reproducibility of this temperature distribution detection
ethod is 2 ◦C, it was measured from the reproducibility of the
uorescent intensity under identical temperature conditions. The
patial resolution is equal to the width of a pixel of the measured
alue; in this experiment, it was 5.3 �m. When the temperature
t the center of the circular heater was approximately 70 ◦C, the
emperature variation inside the circular heater was measured
o be smaller than 2 ◦C. The temperature variation was found to
ecrease with the temperature at the center of the circular heater.
rom this result, it can be concluded that the temperature of an
bserved target within the circular heater differs with less than
◦C from that of the integrated thermosensor.

. FEM modeling of the microheater
Since the proposed microheater is very simple in design,
nvolving few materials and a simple geometry, it is straightfor-
ard to develop a finite element method (FEM) model in order

o investigate its heating characteristics. A three-dimensional

c) and 27 ◦C (d). (e) 3D image of the temperature distribution calculated from
tes 68 ◦C. (f) Cross-sectional temperature gradients. The X-axis represents the
�m and around 550 �m were subtracted since the micropatterned heater and
sensor indicates 68 ◦C (1), 51 ◦C (2) and 37 ◦C (3), respectively.
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(1), the input energy which we used in the experiment was about
20–40 mJ. In Fig. 6(b) (1), the input energy by simulation was
30 mJ. The required energy input was found to be the same order
between the experimental value and the simulated value in the

Fig. 6. (a) 2D image of the temperature distribution calculated from the FEM
model when the temperature in the center of the device is fixed at 68 ◦C. (b)
H.F. Arata et al. / Sensors and

teady-state model of this type was implemented using the com-
ercial software FEMLAB® (COMSOL, version 3.1). Assump-

ions made for the model and the simulation results will be
resented in the following paragraphs.

When a voltage is applied to the microheater, Joule heating
ccurs throughout the nickel circuit. The subsequent heat trans-
er through the device can be expressed mathematically by the
ollowing formula:

= Pconduction + Pconvection + Pradiation

here Q represents the produced heat per unit volume and
conduction, Pconvection and Pradiation represent the power losses
er unit volume due to conduction, convection and radiation,
espectively. Because of the low temperature range used for the
eater (<75 ◦C), the radiation losses can be considered negli-
ible [12–14]. Moreover, considering the small fluid volume
urrounding the heater and the absence of an externally imposed
ux, the convection losses can also be assumed to be negligible.
hus, these assumptions yield:

= Pconduction

he conduction losses in a steady state model are given by:

conduction = ∇(−κ∇T )

here κ represents the thermal conductivity of the respective
aterials. In this study, we used κNi = 90.7 Wm−1 ◦C−1 for

ickel and κglass = 1.38 Wm−1 ◦C−1 for the glass substrate.
In order to simplify the model, the nickel track for heating

as implemented using the built-in thin conductive layer mode
n FEMLAB. By using this mode, the potential gradient along the
ertical direction of the nickel layer can be assumed to be zero.
his is a valid approximation in this study, since the thickness
f the nickel layer is several magnitudes smaller than its width
nd length. Using this approximation, the total produced heat
n the nickel layer is given by the following formula, where the
ndex k represents the individual elements of the model:

=
∑

k

dσk(Tk)(∇tV )2
kSk = d

∑

k

σ(Tk)(∇tV )2
kSk

(Tk) = σ0

1 + α(Tk − T0)

here d represents the thickness of the nickel layer, Sk rep-
esents the area of element, Tk represents the temperature in
lement k, σ(Tk) represents the temperature-dependent electri-
al conductivity of nickel and (VtV)k represents the horizontal
lectric potential drop in element k. In the formula for the elec-
rical conductivity, σ0 is the conductivity at T0 = 20 ◦C and α

s the temperature coefficient of the electrical resistivity. For
ickel, the values of the conductivity and the temperature coef-
cient are σ0 = 1.45 S/m and α = 0.0068 ◦C−1, respectively. As
or the boundary conditions of the model, we assumed ambient
emperature (20 ◦C) at the interface between the glass substrate

nd the surroundings (Dirichlet type conditions). On the top
nd bottom boundaries, we assumed an outward heat flux (Neu-
ann type conditions). The heat flux was modeled using a

eat transfer coefficient, h, giving the heat flux as power loss

C
r
a
T
6

ators B 117 (2006) 339–345 343

er area unit and ◦C of temperature difference between the
nside and the outside of the boundary (W m−2 ◦C−1). For the
pper boundary, at the water interface, a heat transfer coeffi-
ient hwater = 20 W m−2 ◦C−1 was used representing heat losses
o the water through conduction and diffusive convection. At
he lower boundary, representing natural convection of air,
air = 5 W m−2 ◦C−1 was used. In order to create a mesh for the
EM analysis, a two-dimensional geometry was initially drawn.
triangular mesh was automatically generated by FEMLAB.
anual extrusion of the two-dimensional mesh rendered the

nal three-dimensional mesh geometry on which FEM analysis
ould be performed.

The result of the implemented model is shown in Fig. 6(a). To
ompare the simulated results with the experimental values, the
alculated temperature at the center of the circular heater was
djusted to the same temperature values as each measured val-
es by varying the input voltage of the microheater. In Fig. 5(f)
ross-sectional temperature gradients along the red line in (a). The X-axis rep-
esents the distance from point A. The areas around 180 �m, from 300 to 400 �m
nd around 550 �m were subtracted to show the same range as that in Fig. 5.
he three plots show the temperature distribution when the center is fixed at
8 ◦C (1), 51 ◦C (2) and 37 ◦C (3), respectively.
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ame temperature condition. In Fig. 6(b), cross-section plots
long the red line of Fig. 6(a) are shown for the three cases. The
lots represent the temperature distributions at steady state for
ach case. A comparison between the temperature distribution
nd the measured fluorescent intensities, as shown in Fig. 5(f),
eveals an excellent agreement between the experiment and sim-
lation.

For further application of the created FEM model, the sim-
lifications made so far might have to be reconsidered. In the
urrent version, we have assumed certain values for the bound-
ry conditions based on literature [12,15]. If we are to make
imulations for a deeper study of power consumption and tem-
erature rise time, a thorough investigation should be made to
ore accurately determine the boundary conditions and the con-

ective heat transfer coefficients [15].
The purpose of the microheater model is two-fold. By com-

aring the simulation and experimental results the model can
erve as an indicator of the accuracy of the proposed mea-
urement technique. In the proposed temperature measurement
oncept, fluorescent probes are used in combination with a resis-
ive temperature sensor. Based on the temperature at the resistive
ensor, the relative intensities from the fluorescent probes are
sed to determine the temperature distribution over a larger area
nd with a higher resolution than that possible with only the
esistive sensor alone. However, it is important to determine
he accuracy of this method and the validity of the observed
emperature-dependent fluorescence intensities. Using our theo-
etical model together with FEMLAB simulations, we obtained
esults that are in close agreement with the measured values.
his let us believe in the usefulness of the proposed technique.
vidently, different experiments such as those involving infrared
icroscopy or Qdots measurement to determine the temperature

istribution, would be useful but more expensive to verify the
roposed concept. The second important purpose of the model
s that it simplifies the study of parameters such as the material,
eometry and applied voltage. Hence, we can predict optimal
arameter values and obtain useful information for dealing with
mportant design issues in order to improve factors such as
emperature rise time, cooling time and uniform temperature
istribution.

. Application in biomolecular assay

After the temperature distribution was confirmed, the bioas-
ays of a single molecule were conducted inside the circular
icroheater to show the usefulness of this system and method.
ince the accuracy of the microfabricated thermosensor was
◦C, we could detect the peripheral temperature of the single
iomolecule with an accuracy of 3 ◦C. We demonstrated the rota-
ion assay of a single F1-ATPase, which is a rotary biomolecular

otor. A rapid temperature rise times of under 1 s were mea-
ured by the integrated thermosensor with an accuracy of 3 ◦C.
he increase in rotation velocity with temperature was observed

hich indicates that the activity of a single molecule increases
ith temperature. This temperature detection method allows a
recise measurement of activity versus temperature for a single
iomolecule in the further study.
ators B 117 (2006) 339–345

. Conclusion

We have developed a new method to measure the temperature
istribution in water with high spatial resolution. This method
llows us to detect the temperature of a target under observation
ith integrated microfabricated thermosensor. Materials for the
se of temperature detector was evaluated and carefully selected.
hodamine B was chosen as a temperature detector due to its

eversible calibration curve between temperature and fluorescent
ntensity. The temperature distribution was successfully calcu-
ated from the fluorescent intensity distribution of a rhodamine B
olution on the microfabricated thermodevice. Based on the pro-
osed method, direct measurement of local temperatures, which
s our area of interest was achieved with an accuracy of 3 ◦C
nd spatial resolution of 5.3 �m. FEM modeling was also car-
ied out in order to demonstrate the reliability of this method. A
omparison of the measured temperature distribution with the
imulated distribution showed an excellent agreement.

A rotation assay of a single F1-ATPase by altering the tem-
erature was conducted simultaneously with precise tempera-
ure detection. This was possible for the first time due to the
recise temperature distribution measurement around the micro-
abricated thermodevice. Through continued application of the
roposed method in bioassays, new knowledge may potentially
e achieved, e.g. the correlation between torque and tempera-
ure in a single F1-ATPase. We also performed the temperature
istribution measurement in a local area of the glass surface by
andwiching Rhodamine B solution between a glass plate and a
DMS sheet [7]. This experiment precisely measured the tem-
erature of a microchamber which contained certain number of
nzymes. This ended up with highly interesting scientific anal-
sis using microfabricated thermodevice. The proposed method
s widely applicable for measuring the temperature distribution
n local areas, particularly for microchips under the microscope
or chemical and biochemical assays.
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